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Historical Cosmopolitan Ideals

The ideal of civil society that prevails today owes a direct debt to Enlightenment thinkers such as Kant, who sought to articulate the importance of notions such as autonomy, equality, reciprocity, and mutual respect for any viable system of political decision-making. But our contemporary ideal owes an equal if indirect debt to an ancient cosmopolitan ideal according to which human beings are morally superior to all other natural beings and hence enjoy a natural prerogative to use non-human beings to satisfy human needs and desires. Kant does not invent the cosmopolitan ideal but simply modifies it in accordance with the liberal humanist notion of the individual that had developed through the reflections of the Christian humanists in the Renaissance and those of Descartes and the social contract thinkers in modernity. Thus to the extent that the ancient cosmopolitan ideal is fundamentally anthropocentric, it should come as no surprise that Enlightenment cosmopolitanism and our contemporary ideal of civil society are likewise anthropocentric. For the Western philosophical tradition this posed no problem, since the tradition conceived of society as being concerned exclusively with human relationships and activities. And for many people today, this still poses no problem whatsoever. But for anyone concerned with the fortunes of non-human animals, it has become a matter of serious controversy whether the concept of society or community should ultimately be restricted to human beings, particularly given the fact that so many of our activities and cultural practices involve the subjection and exploitation of animals.¹ For if social relationships and responsibilities are conceived in exclusively human terms, then, in

¹ As in all my writing on animals, when I refer to ‘humans’ or ‘human beings’ I mean human animals, and when I refer to ‘animals’ I mean non-human animals. It is beyond question that human beings are animals.
accordance with the ancient cosmopolitan ideal advanced by the Stoics, animals are categorically excluded from the sphere of justice and nothing we do to animals can be classified as unjust. According to early Greek writers such as Hesiod, human society originated in a ‘golden age’ in which human beings shared a fundamentally peaceful existence not only with one another but also with animals. Human beings lived as if they were gods, without having to struggle for their existence, and without having to kill and eat animals. Only after a sort of fall from grace did human beings become violent toward one another and toward animals, and only then did it become necessary for Zeus to impose *dike* or the law of justice and peace. According to Hesiod, Zeus thereby placed all human beings in the sphere of justice and expressly excluded all animals—apparently on the grounds that animals were not capable of ‘listen[ing] to justice’. Ovid, too, offers a *Verfallsgeschichte*, the beginning of which is a golden age in which humans and animals lived together in a sort of paradise. To the extent that the historical roots of our received conception of justice lie in an ideal of peaceful coexistence with animals, it strikes me as odd that our conception of justice categorically excludes any consideration of animals. Or perhaps it is the other way around: Given that our traditional conception of justice has no implications whatsoever for our treatment of animals, it ought to strike us as odd that Hesiod and Ovid characterised our original and putatively ideal condition as one in which we were friends and companions of animals.

The history of the West is marked by a conspicuous tension between fanciful depictions of a peaceful ideal state and the *factum brutum* of violence. Our history is not simply one of violence among human beings, but also and perhaps even more significantly a history of human violence toward animals. Every year 53 billion land animals are slaughtered for the sake of the welfare and enjoyment of human beings, and our traditional principles of justice do not raise the least scruple against such practices. If we are to take the interests
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4 Ovid, *Metamorphoses*, 1, 90–162.